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Lecture 9, sentence structure 

in academic science 



阿滴: how to learn words

• 2:20 collocation, words not alone. need 
to b  (fast train vs. quick train)

• Contex, need to with sentences

• Syllabus

• Prefix, 

• Habit helps long term memory

Comprehensive Method of 

Vocab Memorization 



5 On-line dictionary

Improving Your English 

Quickly with Videos 



Improving Your English Accent 

with Shadowing 

Matt Cutts: Try something new 

for 30 days



http://www.opentextbooks.org.hk/

TRANSITION WORDS

What are transitions and how are they 
used?

• transitions are phrases or words used to connect 

one idea to the next

• transitions are used by the author to help the reader 

progress from one significant idea to the next

• transitions also show the relationship within a 

paragraph (or within a sentence) between the main 

idea and the support the author gives for those 

ideas 



Transitions may be "Additive," "Adversative," 

"Causal," or "Sequential."

Additive 
Transitions

Adversative 
Transitions 

(opposition)

Causal (not casual)
Transitions

Sequential
Transitions

Addition

Introduction

Reference

Similarity

Identification

Clarification

Conflict

Emphasis

Concession

Dismissal

Replacement

Cause/Reason

Effect/Result

Purpose

Consequence

Numerical

Continuation

Conclusion

Digression

Resumption

Summation

https://msu.edu/~jdowell/135/transw.html





Combining Sentences (4 ways)

1. Simple sentence (subject  + verb + complete idea)
compound subjects, compound (two) verbs

2. Compound sentence: connect 2 simple sentences 

or 2 independence clauses by (Comma + conjunctive 
adverb), Semicolon or (Semicolon + conjunctive adverb)  

3. Complex sentence: Independence clause (complete

stand alone ideas) + subordinating conjunctions + 
dependence clause (incomplete ideas)

4. Compound complex sentence: 2 Independence 

clauses + >1 dependence clause



Compound sentence (connect 2 simple sentences or 2 

independence clauses):

Way 1. Comma + coordinating conjunction (And, but, so, 

or, for, yet, nor)

ex: I’ve had a very long day, so I’m going bed.

ex: My father and brother play chess together, but the game 
always ends with an argument.

Way 2. Semicolon (cause & effect but not contrast) 

ex: The storm was very destructive; many people lost their homes

Way 3. Semicolon + conjunctive adverb (therefore, 

furthermore, consequently, however, in contrast, for 

example)

ex: Many people lost their homes in the storm ; therefore, they 
were forced to rebuild.

Combining Sentences (Part 2) 



Complex sentences

Independence clause (complete stand 
alone ideas) + dependence clause 

(incomplete ideas)

dependence clause starts with 
subordinating conjunctions

(When, although, because, after, until)

Complex sentences (subordinating 

conjunctions) Independence clause (main idea)

• When I was walking home from school, I 
slipped and fell on the ice

• Because Kevin has limited experience,
the company was hesitant to hire him.

> The company was hesitant to hire him 
because Kevin has limited experience



Compound complex

• 2 Independence clauses (complete
stand alone ideas) + >1 dependence 

clause (incomplete ideas)
Ex. When young people are exposed to violence on 
television, they can be influenced by what they see;
therefore, it is important for parents to communicate with 
their children about the program they watch. 



• Let’s review previous homeworks and 
group discussion results



Paragraphs that begin with the topic 

sentence move from the general to the 

specific. They open with a general 

statement about a subject (reality 

shows) and then discuss specific 

examples (the reality show Prisoner). 

Most academic essays contain the topic 

sentence at the beginning of the first 

paragraph. 

Topic

Supporting 
sentences 
(highlighted)

concluding







Answers ( Part 1 )

1a. don’t announce the topic
2b. too narrow

3a. too broad

4a. too broad



Topic, supporting and concluding



【【【【TEDTEDTEDTED----EdEdEdEd】】】】蟲蟲危機從何而來？蟲蟲危機從何而來？蟲蟲危機從何而來？蟲蟲危機從何而來？ (Why are (Why are (Why are (Why are 
there so many insectsthere so many insectsthere so many insectsthere so many insects?)?)?)?)
https://tw.voicetube.com/videos/35769?ref=teded

1. What happens if insect suddenly become large beings 
and numbers?

A: They will destroy us simply because they outnumber us 
by more than a billion to one. 

2. What are the secrets for insects to success?

They breed many offspring; so even they die a lot, still many 
survive. 

They mature rapidly so their cycles of reproduction resume 
quickly. 

Insect exoskeleton also protects them against the outside 
world

Insects are tiny, so they can make use of all the available 
resources around it. This means they can occupy hundreds 
of niches across ecosystems



3.  How could insect adapt so well on earth given their 

huge species diversity and individual numbers?

A: Fast reproduction means insect contains great genetic 

diversity allowing them to adapt different environment.

4. What is the advantage of metamorphosis in insect?

It not only transform insect but also help them to maximize  

the available resources in an ecosystem.

Take butterfly, in the larval caterpillar form, they feed on 

leaves. But when they emerge as butterfly, these insects 

feed only on flower nectar. 

So the larvae and adults share an ecological niche without 

competing the same resource. 


